Slide Room Track

/ teak Plug lnstallation
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Pre-trim track plug; measure the entire visible
track & add an additional 1" to go past the
bulb / wiper seal (towards the RV). This also allows
a little play room, which can be trimmed off at
the T molding end once in place. The goal is to fill
the entire visible portion of the track as rnuch as possible.
Start inserting in the ilack towards the bulb
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wiper seal first. You want to push it in past the
rubber so it fills the entire track. You may need
to trim off a tab section so its even with the
sections without the tabs, in order to get past
the bulb /wiper sealarea. Push the trimmed plug in
place. lt may be nice to use a flat head screw
driver or other item to assist in pushing this starting
section in place, as it will be a little bit more challenging
with just your fingers.
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Continue installing track plug all the way down
to the opposite end. Push the Track Plug straight
back into the track with minimal stretching until it
stops. The sections without the tabs will stick out
just a little bit (about {8"}, when pushed back in
properly. Use these sections to push back in place.
The tabs will be fully sticking out. The tabs allow
you to grab and move the plug around to assist
while putting in place & when removing.
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Its best to do the final trim at the end once most all
is put in place. Hold the plug up to the end, mark
and then cut/
place.

trim.

Push the remaining section in
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Note: material will stretch slightly both ways to help fill in track. lts best not to stretch it much,
but a little bit is fine. You can also smoosh the plug material together (making it shorter) to help
if the plug is slightly to long. Use the tabs to pull in the direction you want it to go.
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Remove, by pulling on the tabs, roll up and store in a clear bag when not using. Remember to
remove before bringing your slides in. Place one of the supplied logo stickers next to your

power slide button as a reminder.
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